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A place to walk and interact with people and encounter variety of 
species within the landscape.  
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“The world of life, of spontaneity, the world of dawn and sunset and 
starlight, the world of soil and sunshine, of meadow and woodland, 
of hickory and oak and maple and hemlock and pineland forests, of 
wildlife dwelling around us, of the river and its wellbeing-all of 
this [is] the integral community in which we live.” 

- Thomas Berry
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“The wildlife and its habitat cannot 
speak, so we must and we will.”

- Theodore Roosevelt
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“The continued existence of wildlife and 
wilderness is important to the quality of 
life of humans.”

- Jim Fowler





“The ground we walk on, the plants and 
creatures, the clouds above constantly 
dissolving into new formations - each 
gift of nature possessing its own radiant 
energy, bound together by cosmic harmony.”

- Ruth Bernhard





“Show me a healthy community with a healthy 
economy and I will show you a community 
that has its green infrastructure in order 
and understands the relationship between 
the built and the unbuilt environment.”

- Will Rogers, Trust for Public Land 





MAP OF NATOMAS CENTRAL - 
FISHERMAN’S LAKE PARK & MASTER 
PLAN





LIST OF DIFFERENT VARIETY OF TREES PLANT IN 
NATOMAS FISHERMAN’S LAKE PARKWAY





My experience doing this research was challenging and fun. I 
get to do something that I’ve never done before.  I volunteer 
at an event in Natomas held by Sacramento Tree Foundation. 
It was great and nerve wrecking. I interview Colin and Ryan 
who are both a Restoration Field Technician. They make sure 
nothing goes wrong with the plants. They take care of trees 
and the areas surrounded by it. They plant trees to provide 
wildlife habitat, give shade, help clean air and water, and 
help people interact together. By planting trees inside park 
increases chances of attracting wildlife and the people in the 
neighborhoods. 
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Special thanks to Sacramento Tree Foundation for sharing their 
amazing project and work with me. I had a great time listening and 
working with all of you. One fun fact that I’ve learned about is 
that Ryan really love trees! Anyone who love trees, go to him!  

Ryan Bodas & Colin Faga: 
Restoration Field Technician

I also want to thanks my PHOT165 classmates and professors for 
helping and giving me great advice. Thanks Doug and Eliza for help-
ing me with my project, especially Eliza. Thank you for telling me 
about an event from Sacramento Tree Foundation! I’m glad that I 
went to it and learned so many things there!



Natomas is a desire place that many people dream of living in. 
Comparing to people living near barren spaces, those who are 
closer to green spaces enjoy more social activities, knowing more 
of their neighbors, and having a stronger feelings of belonging. 
Planting trees create more shade to cool your home and beautify 
your property. Not only trees are beneficial for the people, but 
it’s also beneficial and a home for the wildlife. Many species of 
birds and small mammals migrate through our human communities. 
These species depend upon trees for food, shelter, and nesting 
habitat. We plant trees to have more shade and a better 
community while the trees we plant gave them a home to stay. The 
relationship between the people and the species help us come 
together to form a connection to a specific place such as parks, 
lakes, rivers, or a whole home community. Trees makes everything 
comes into one place and there we make our connection through the 
landscape and the wildlife.   


